Abstract. In Part 1 we study the spherical functions on compact symmetric pairs of arbitrary rank under a suitable multiplicity freeness assumption and additional conditions on the branching rules. The spherical functions are taking values in the spaces of linear operators of a finite dimensional representation of the subgroup, so the spherical functions are matrix-valued. Under these assumptions these functions can be described in terms of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials in several variables, where the number of variables is the rank of the compact symmetric pair. Moreover, these polynomials are uniquely determined as simultaneous eigenfunctions of a commutative algebra of differential operators.
1. Introduction
Motivation and history.
There is an intimate relationship between special functions and group theory. It consists of a very fruitful cross-fertilization which has been exploited in several directions. Typically, matrix coefficients of compact or complex groups are related to polynomials in various forms. In this paper, we explore this relationship further and we discuss multivariable matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials related to the representation theory of compact groups. The relation is established by exploiting properties of matrix-valued spherical functions. Matrix-valued spherical functions extend the notion of zonal spherical functions on symmetric spaces. They have been studied extensively by Harish-Chandra, see e.g. [6, 50] for an account, and subsequently by several other authors to understand the harmonic analysis on real reductive groups, see e.g. [4, 15, 17, 37, 46, 50] . The successful relation between harmonic analysis on compact symmetric spaces and orthogonal polynomials via the study of spherical functions, of which the spherical harmonics on the sphere are a prototype, has been described and studied in e.g. [8, 20, 23, 48] .
Matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials of a single variable have been introduced in the 1940s by M.G. Krein in the study of operators with higher order deficiency indices. Krein also studied the corresponding moment problem in the context of spectral theory. The study of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials has several applications, see the overview paper [7] for an introduction and references up to 2008. One of the developments in the study of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials is extending classical results for scalar-valued orthogonal polynomials to the setting of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials. This includes the study of the matrix-valued differential operators having these matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials as eigenfunctions, which in general leads to a non-commutative algebra of differential operators. The construction of interesting examples of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials that are simultaneous eigenfunctions of matrix-valued differential operators had been lagging behind until 2002.
The first paper establishing explicit classes of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials using matrix-valued spherical functions and differential operators was the paper [16] by Grünbaum, Pacharoni, Tirao. In this paper matrix-valued spherical functions for the compact symmetric pair (SU(3), U(2)) were considered. The approach relies on the reduction of such a matrixvalued spherical function to a matrix-valued function on the corresponding symmetric space 2 P 2 (C) = SU(3)/U(2) and heavy usage of matrix-valued differential operators which are known explicitly for this case. The approach of [16] turns out to be too complicated in general to generalize to pairs of compact groups where there is less control over the differential operators. Motivated by Koornwinder's paper [31] on vector-valued orthogonal polynomials, we have developed an approach for matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials for the compact symmetric space (G, K) = (SU(2) × SU(2), diag SU (2)) in which all the main properties are explicit [26, 27] . These main properties include the orthogonality relations, in particular two explicit descriptions of the matrix-valued weight, the three-term recurrence relation, explicit description of the reducibility, two explicit commuting matrix-valued differential operators having the matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials as eigenfunctions, the explicit relationship to Tirao's matrix-valued hypergeometric functions, etc. All results in the papers [26, 27] are obtained for arbitrary dimensions of the matrix algebras.
The study of this example has led to a general theory for the matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials in relation to Gelfand pairs of rank one, see [21, 38, 40] . To set up the general theory we have to impose multiplicity-free restriction in the branching rules for certain representations of the groups that are involved. Then the group theoretic interpretation gives a commutative class of matrix-valued differential operators to which these matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials are eigenfunctions. These differential operators arise naturally from a suitable subalgebra of the universal enveloping algebra, which includes the Casimir element [9] . To obtain them we have to perform radial part calculations, see [6] , and conjugations with suitable matrix-valued functions. The general set-up from [21, 38] also applies to the examples calculated in [16, 47] where matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials are obtained from studying the differential equations. [39] is the existence of families of multivariable matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials that are simultaneous eigenfunctions of a commutative algebra of differential operators. The existence is based on examples and an ad hoc analysis of the involved spectra. In this paper we present a solid theory for the general construction of the polynomials and the differential operators based on three isolated conditions. These conditions are satisfied by the pairs (SU(n + 1) × SU(n + 1), diag SU(n + 1)) and the irreducible representations of SU(n + 1) on S k (C n+1 ), the k-th symmetric power of the standard representation. For this class of examples we are able to provide many explicit expressions. In particular for k = 1 we give an explicit formula of the weight-matrix and prove its irreducibility. We also provide explicit expressions of commuting differential operators in low dimensions. We proceed with a detailed discussion of our results. In Part 1 of the paper we set up a general theory on the relationship between multivariable matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials and the representation theory of a compact symmetric 3 space U/K. First we study matrix-valued spherical functions in some detail. Fixing a Krepresentation π K µ of highest weight µ in the space V K µ , we study the space E µ of matrixvalued functions Φ µ on U taking values in End(V K µ ) so that
Results. One of the main results in
We look for U -representations of highest weight λ so that we can associate a non-trivial matrix-valued spherical function Φ µ λ , see (2.3) , to this representation. These are the irreducible representations of U whose restriction to K contains π K µ . The highest weights of these representations are collected in the set P + U (µ). The first condition that we impose is multiplicity freeness: we fix an irreducible representation π [25, Thm. 8.49] . By the same theorem, the set P + U (0) is a semi-group generated by n elements λ 1 , . . . , λ n , where n is the rank of the symmetric space.
The space E 0 of K-biinvariant functions is generated by fundamental zonal spherical functions φ 1 , . . . , φ n , i.e. the spherical functions of type π K 0 related to the fundamental spherical weights λ 1 , . . . , λ n . For the general case we impose the following condition on P + U (µ), namely that it is of the form
where B(µ) is a finite subset of dominant integral weights. This condition is satisfied for µ = 0 by taking B(0) = {0}.
The set B(µ) = {ν 1 , . . . , ν N } provides N "minimal spherical functions Φ µ ν i of type π K µ ". Our third condition, which is of a technical nature, ensures that we can write an element Φ µ ∈ E µ as an E 0 -linear combination of the minimal spherical functions of type π K µ , i.e. there exist polynomials q(Φ µ , i) ∈ C[φ 1 , . . . , φ n ] such that
This construction then allows us to define the multivariable matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials by collecting the polynomials in the fundamental zonal spherical functions in a systematic way. The matrix-valued orthogonality measure can be given explicitly. The orthogonality measure involves a matrix part which involves the matrix-valued spherical functions associated to the set B(µ). We take this information together in a matrix-valued function Ψ µ 0 , and then the matrix part of the orthogonality measure is given by (
, where T µ is a diagonal matrix whose entries depend on the elements in B(µ). In particular, the size N of the algebra of N × N -matrices in which these polynomials take their values equals #B(µ).
The orthogonality measure also involves a scalar part and this part requires the knowledge of the decomposition of the Haar measure with respect to the KAK-decomposition. In order to obtain the matrix-valued differential operators for the multivariable matrixvalued orthogonal polynomials we need to perform radial part calculations to find the matrixvalued differential operators for the matrix-valued spherical functions, following [6] . Next we need to conjugate these operators with the matrix-valued function Ψ µ 0 to come to a result for the matrix-valued polynomials, and this requires matrix-valued differential equations for Ψ µ 0 of order lower than the order of the initial differential operator. Finally, we need to switch to coordinates in terms of the fundamental zonal spherical functions and finally to real coordinates.
In the second part of the paper, we make this program explicit for the case of the symmetric space (U, K) = (SU(n + 1) × SU(n + 1), SU(n + 1)), where SU(n + 1) is diagonally embedded as the fixed point set of the flip. Part 2 extends the case n = 1 studied previously in [26, 27] . We show that the conditions on inverting the branching rules is satisfied in case we take the SU(n + 1)-representations S k (C n+1 ) of highest weight µ = kω 1 . The branching rules are described using the theory of spherical varieties in Section 5 and we show that in these cases all conditions of the general part are satisfied. The zonal spherical functions generating K-biinvariant functions are the characters. The explicit orthogonality relations involve the Dyson integral -a special case of the Selberg integral-as well as the determination of some explicit constants. We show that the matrix-valued weight is irreducible for n ≥ 2 and k = 1. It is known that this is not the case for n = 1, see [26, 27] . The orthogonality measure is described in terms of the matrix-valued spherical functions corresponding to the representations labeled by the weights in the set B(µ) = B(kω 1 ), which we collect in a matrix-valued function Φ 0 . The most elementary case k = 1 of Φ 0 gives a (n + 1) × (n + 1)-matrix which can be viewed as a kind of group element g a , parametrized by a ∈ A c , where A c is the compact torus of the U = KA c K-decomposition. We show that for the more general cases, i.e. for k > 1, the corresponding matrix-valued function Φ 0 can be obtained in terms of a suitable representation evaluated at g a up to constant matrices. This result is inspired by the remarkable observation of Koornwinder for the case n = 1 in [31, Prop. 3.2] . The proof that we present is of a different nature, hence we obtain a new proof of Koornwinder's result. The generalization of Koornwinder's result implies that the case k = 1 is fundamental to understand Φ 0 for arbitrary k ∈ N 0 , which in turn is essential to find the matrix part of the weight. The scalar part of the orthogonality measure is supported on the interior of a compact set in R n after a change of coordinates. For n = 1 it is supported on the interval [−1, 1], for n = 2 on the interior of Steiner's hypocycloid and for n = 3 on a 3-dimensional analog of Steiner's hypocycloid, see Figure 1 . Using Dixmier [9] , we find a commutative subquotient D(µ) of the universal enveloping algebra whose elements act as differential operators having the matrix-valued spherical functions as eigenfunctions, see also [10] . In particular, this symmetric space comes naturally with two Casimir operators, one from the first factor of SU(n + 1) × SU(n + 1) and one form the second. Using radial part calculations [6] , this leads to two second order matrix-valued differential operators for the associated multivariable matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials after conjugation with Φ 0 and a change of coordinates. The difference of these two operators leads to a first(!)-order matrix-valued differential operator having the matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials as simultaneous eigenfunctions. This is remarkable, since for scalar-valued orthogonal polynomials this is not possible by Bochner's Theorem. For single-variable matrix-valued or multivariable scalar-valued orthogonal polynomials there is no known example of this phenomenon, see for instance the discussion in [13, p.155 ] and references therein. We present some of these operators in explicit low-dimensional cases, for n = 2, 3 and k = 1. The explicit case in Part 2 in the scalar case for n = 2 reduces to the 2-variable orthogonal polynomials on (the interior of) Steiner's hypocycloid, see Figure 1, introduced by Koornwinder [30] in the 1970s. So for n = 2 we have constructed 2-variable matrix-valued analogues of Koornwinder's orthogonal polynomials on Steiner's hypocycloid. The dimension N of the N × N -matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials is
The results are written in terms of polynomials in the zonal spherical functions where the degree is a multi-index. The Heckman-Opdam polynomials of type A (for the geometric parameter) are written as symmetric functions in the coordinates on the abelian subgroup A c and indexed by partitions. In the scalar case, the correspondence is given by the coordinate transformation which rewrites a symmetric polynomial as a polynomial in the elementary symmetric functions. The reason to write it in this way is that the general construction in Part 1 gives the results naturally in terms of zonal spherical functions times matrix-valued spherical functions corresponding to minimal representations of B(µ). We obtain symmetric functions only at a later stage, e.g. after writing down the orthogonality relations explicitly.
1.3.
Outlook. It is well-known that Koornwinder's original 1970s papers have been very influential in the development of the multivariable Heckman-Opdam polynomials and functions, which in turn play an important role in integrability of systems such as the CalogeroMoser-Sutherland models, see [20] . A natural question is whether or not there is an extension of Cherednik's approach or an application of Dunkl operators available for these multivariable matrix-valued polynomials, see [12, 35, 36] . The possible application to integrable systems of the class of polynomials as in this paper remains to be investigated. Also, it might be possible to extend some of the results of this paper to more general parameters, which has been done for n = 1 of Part 2 in [28] . Similarly, one may consider the extension to the quantum setting and to obtain quantum analogues of the polynomials of this paper, see [1] for the quantum analogue of the case n = 1 of Part 2.
One can also consider the spherical functions of fixed K-type on non-compact symmetric spaces. In this case we expect multivariable matrix-valued special functions that are eigenfunctions to the same algebra of differential operators. However, the set of parameters needs to be enlarged and requires further study, e.g. because of the possible occurrence of discrete series representations. Certain properties of the eigenfunctions, such as asymptotic behavior, were already understood by Harish-Chandra, see e.g. [6] for an account. Some references that consider these questions are [5, 42] . 
Matrix-valued spherical functions
We recall some of the results of [39] specified to symmetric spaces. The main idea, to view the space spanned by the spherical functions as a module over the ring of biinvariant functions, originates from [21, 38] and is based on the classical results in [49] . Let (G, H) be a complex symmetric pair of rank n, and let (U, K) be the corresponding compact symmetric pair. We assume that G is connected and semisimple and that H is connected.
We let H × H act on the regular functions C[G] by the biregular representation given by
H×H denote the algebra of H-biinvariant regular functions. Suppose we have chosen a Borel subgroup of H, and that we are given an irreducible representation (π
where µ is the highest weight according to the choice of the Borel subgroup. The (finite dimensional) vector space is also called an H-module of highest weight µ and we sometimes simply write V or V µ instead.
The corresponding representation of K in V is unitary for a fixed inner product, which we assume is anti-linear in the first leg. By Weyl's unitary trick we identify the representations of K and H and the representations of U and G.
The group H × H acts naturally on C[G] ⊗ End(V ) by the biregular representation in the first leg of the tensor product and by left multiplication by π 
, for all h 1 , h 2 ∈ H and g ∈ G. Note that the trivial representation µ = 0 gives back the space E 0 of H-biinvariant holomorphic polynomials. Note that the space of invariants E µ is a E 0 -module by point-wise multiplication.
To analyze E µ we use explicit knowledge of the decomposition of the G-module ind
We collect the highest weights (after having fixed a Borel subgroup B G ⊂ G and a maximal torus
In order to further analyze the space E µ and to establish a connection with matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials we impose conditions on the data (G, H, µ). The first condition is on the set P + G (µ). There is an abundance of examples of multiplicity free triples, namely those coming from the multiplicity free systems, i.e. triples (G, H, P ) with (G, H) as before and with P ⊂ H a parabolic subgroup such that G/P admits an open orbit of a Borel subgroup of G. Any positive character µ ∈ X + (T H ) that extends to a character µ : P → C × gives rise to a multiplicity free triple, see [39] . A spherical function of type µ, associated to λ ∈ P In the following subsections we recall some of the properties of the matrix-valued spherical functions and the space of invariants E µ .
2.1. Orthogonality. Note that for the restrictions of F 1 , F 2 ∈ E µ to the compact form U ,
Here the adjoint is taken with respect to the inner product on V H µ for which the corresponding K-representation is unitary. Then the scalar map U u → tr
The space E µ carries the following Hermitian structure;
where du is the Haar measure on U normalized by U du = 1. By Schur's orthogonality relations the spherical functions Φ µ λ satisfy the orthogonality relations
The integral (2.4) can be reduced using that the symmetric pair (U, K) admits a KAKdecomposition, see [22, Ch.X, §1, no.5], which is the reference for this subsection. Let θ : G → G be the involution such that H is the connected component of the group of fixed points, H = (G θ ) e . We assume θ is the complexification of an involution that we denote by the same symbol, θ : U → U , for which K = (U θ ) e . Let g, h denote the complex Lie algebras of the groups G, H, and let u, k denote the real Lie algebras of the groups U , Furthermore, denote P + = {α ∈ ∆ + | α = α • θ} and P − = {α ∈ ∆ + | α = α • θ}. The compact group U admits the decomposition U = KA c K. Note that the dimension of A c is equal to the rank n of the symmetric space. The integral over U can be rewritten as 
Let E µ Ac = {F | Ac | F ∈ E µ } and let R(A c ) be the algebra of Laurent polynomials on A c .
The Weyl group W = W (Σ) acts on E µ Ac . Indeed, W acts on A c and thereby on functions on A c , in particular on R(A c ). The group W also acts on End
where n w represents w ∈ W . Observe that (wF )(a) = F (a) by (2.1) for
W . This inclusion is strict in general, see Remark 2.3.
Differential operators. Let U (g)
h denote the centralizer of h in U (g). The irreducible 
, so that X is a left-invariant differential operator. We can extend this action linearly, so that U (g) can be viewed as an algebra of G-left-invariant differential operators. Note that for
The kernel of the representation U (g) h → End(E µ ) contains I(µ), so we obtain an algebra
Proof. The trace of a spherical function is called a K-central spherical function. The spherical functions and their traces are related by 
is called the system of hypergeometric differential equations with spectral parameter λ ∈ P + G (µ), compare to e.g. [20, Def. 4.1.1, Def. 5.2.1]. In the rank one case, n = 1, one can show that the differential equation corresponding to the Casimir operator, see (2.8) below, is a so called matrix-valued hypergeometric differential operator, see e.g. [21, 46] or [41, Rmk. 3.10] .
Let Z(g) denote the center of U (g). One can show that Z(g) → D(µ) is not surjective in general. In fact, already for the case µ = 0 it need not be surjective, see [23, Prop. 5.32] . However, the algebra D(µ) is finitely generated over Z(g), see e.g. [9, Thm. 9.5.1]. It is in general difficult to determine the algebra D(µ), see for example [33, Conj. 10.2, 3] .
Recall that
The Casimir operator Ω corresponds to an element of the center of U (g), so it gives rise to a left-invariant operator for which all the matrix-valued spherical functions are eigenfunctions. In order to describe the Casimir operator, let (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n ) be an orthonormal basis of a c with respect to the Killing form. The µ-radial part of the Casimir operator Ω is given by
where 
We view Ω µ acting on End Mc (V 
general. Indeed, in general F µ is non-constant, so that the constant functions in the space
W cannot be eigenfunctions for the µ-radial part Ω µ of the Casimir operator.
Matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials
We want to associate matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials to the matrix-valued spherical functions by writing a general spherical function as an E 0 -linear combination of a finite number of minimal spherical functions. For this we have to impose additional conditions to Condition 2.1. Let P + G (0) be defined as in (2.2) for the trivial representation µ = 0, so for λ ∈ P
We let λ 1 , . . . , λ n be the generators for P + G (0), where n is the rank of the compact symmetric space U/K, so P
As in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2 it suffices to consider φ j as a Laurent polynomial on the compact torus A c and then the φ j are invariant under the Weyl group W = W (Σ). 
is G-equivariant and is given by point-wise multiplication of algebraic functions, hence is non-trivial.
We impose the following additional structure on the set P + G (µ). To state it we have to fix a Borel subgroup of M which we choose inside the Borel subgroup of G that we have chosen to fix a notion of positivity. This can always be arranged if we start with a Borel subgroup of M and then extend it to a Borel subgroup of G.
Condition 3.1. Assume that there exists a set of weights B(µ) for G so that for each λ ∈ P + G (µ) there exist unique elements ν ∈ B(µ) and λ sph ∈ P + G (0) so that λ = ν + λ sph . Moreover, we assume that the restriction to t M induces an isomorphism B(µ)
Note that the isomorphism implies #B(µ) = N with N = dim C End M (V H µ ) as in Subsection 2.1. In general we have #B(µ) ≥ N by [39, Thm. 3.1] . We put B(µ) = {ν 1 , · · · , ν N } and we assume a total order ν 1 < ν 2 < · · · < ν N on B(µ), which is compatible with the partial order on the weights.
Having observed that E µ is a module over E 0 and assuming Condition 3.1, we investigate how the matrix-valued spherical functions Φ µ ν k , k = 1, · · · , N , and the E 0 -module structure
as a constituent. For a finite dimensional holomorphic Grepresentation π G λ of highest weight λ, we let P (λ) be the set of weights of V G λ . We need the set of weights for the fundamental spherical representations of highest weights λ i that generate P + G (0). Now we can formulate the last condition.
Condition 3.2. For all weights ν ∈ B(µ) and all generators λ i of P + G (0) and all η ∈ P (λ i ) such that ν +η ∈ P + G (µ) we have by Condition 3.1 a unique ν ∈ B(µ) such that ν +η = ν +λ with λ ∈ P + G (0). Then |λ| ≤ 1.
Condition 3.2 implies that for
, by Condition 3.1, and for arbitrary λ j and η ∈ P (λ j ) we have ν + λ sph + η = ν + λ with λ ∈ P + G (0) and |λ| ≤ 1 + |λ sph |. Moreover, Condition 3.2 gives control on the matrix-valued spherical functions related to the tensor product V
, see e.g. [32, Prop. (3.2) ]. In particular, Condition 3.2 implies that there exist constants c
, see [32] . Here the lower order terms correspond to matrix-valued spherical functions Φ µ ν k +λ for some 1 ≤ k ≤ N and λ ∈ P + G (0) with |λ | ≤ |λ sph |.
Proof. We invert (3.1), and this gives, with c
since the lower order terms are of lesser degree, we can deal with this terms by induction on the total degree |d|. The non-zero terms on the right hand side arise from the occurrence of V
, which are less in the dominance order than 13 ν p + λ sph + λ i . Hence, by induction on the dominance order combined with the induction on the degree, the result follows.
We define the ordered tuple of spherical functions 
with the 1 at the j-th place.
Lemma 3.4. Let m ∈ N 0 and denote
Proof. It is clear that the space spanned by {φ d Φ 0 | |d| ≤ m} is contained in the space spanned by {Φ d | |d| ≤ m} by (3.1). To show equality it is sufficient to prove that the vector spaces spanned by 
Lemma 3.3 can be rephrased in the notation (3.2) as
For later reference we record the following result, where End(
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.4 and the fact that the columns of Φ µ 0 are linearly independent, since Φ 0 is invertible on a dense subset of A c , see [39, Lemma 6.1] .
Because of (3.5), we see that the polynomials Q 14 Corollary 3.6. The matrix (A
Proof. According to (3.3) for the polynomials Q µ d with d = 0, we see that the transition between the two bases is given by the invertible matrix
and hence the lower right hand part is invertible.
Having polynomials associated to the matrix-valued spherical functions, we can transfer the properties of the matrix-valued spherical functions of Section 2 to the matrix-valued polynomials
3.1. Orthogonality. Using the orthogonality relations (2.5), (2.4) we have the following relations for the polynomials,
where we use φ(u) to denote (φ 1 (u), · · · , φ n (u)). Reducing to the integral over A c , since each term in the integrand is K-biinvariant, we find
) .
Recall that we have Φ
, and the identification i :
, where 0 ∈ N n 0 is a multi-index, as a matrix product. With the notation of (2.7) we get the matrix-valued orthogonality relations for the matrix-valued polynomials
All the matrices have size N × N , and the integral is taken entry-wise. The integrand of (3.6) is Weyl group invariant, so we can view it as the pull-back of a function on the image of φ : A c → C n defined by a → (φ 1 (a) , . . . , φ n (a)). In fact, its image φ(A c ) is contained in a real form R n ⊂ C n . To perform the change of variables, we invoke the following result from Vretare [49, L. 3.3] which also implies that φ(A c ) ⊂ R n is compact with non-empty interior.
Lemma 3.7. The Jacobian of the map φ : A c → R n is given by
i.e. the product is taken over the positive restricted roots α with 2α ∈ Σ + , for some c 2 ∈ C × .
As we have noted above, we can write
. Lemma 3.7 implies that the scalar weight |c
. A family of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials with respect to the weight W µ (x) is a family of matrix-valued polynomials Q d ∈ End(C N ) of multi-degree d that are pair-wise orthogonal with respect to integration against W µ (x) and which satisfy the properties of Proposition 3.5. Orthogonal means that the matrix norm is an invertible matrix. These considerations prove Theorem 3.8.
, constitute a family of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials with respect to the matrix weight W µ on the compact set φ(A c ) ∈ R n .
The
The polynomials {Q
0 } satisfy the following recurrence relation,
, where x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ). Note that these coefficients follow from (3.3). We obtain examples of a matrix-valued generalization of the multi-variable orthogonal polynomials from [12] . 
Consider the µ-radial part Ω µ and the radial (for µ = 0) part Ω 0 , then for a 
, the diagonal eigenvalue of the Casimir operator for Φ µ δ i
. If we plug in Q = φ k I in (3.7) then we obtain
On the other hand, if we apply Ω µ to (3.3) for d = 0, we can evaluate the left hand side.
This gives
(φ), see (3.5), and collect the terms. To conjugate the differential operators it is more convenient to work with the functions Ψ µ 0 , because their values are square matrices. The chain rule implies 2
and together with Lemma 3.9 we obtain
where m Ψ for which we need the following identities,
This yields
Finally we obtain In this part we adopt the following notation. The pair (U, K) is equal to (SU(n + 1) × SU(n + 1), diag SU(n + 1)) and the pair (G, H), its complexification, is equal to (SL(n + 1, C) × SL(n + 1, C), diag SL(n + 1)). Note Ψ
Structure theory and zonal spherical functions
Both (U, K) and (G, H) are symmetric pairs, where the involutive automorphims are given by the flip θ(x, y) = (y, x). The Lie algebra g decomposes according to the ±-eigenspace of the differential of θ, g = h + p, with p isomorphic to h as a C-vector space.
Let T ⊂ SL(n + 1, C) be the maximal torus consisting of diagonal elements. The maximal tori of G and H are T G = T × T and T H = diag(T ). Let A = {(t, t −1 ) | t ∈ T }. Then the Lie algebra a of A is a maximal abelian subspace of p, whose centralizer in H is T H . The root system ∆(sl n+1 , t) is described in [3, Planche I] and we take the same choices here. The set of positive roots and simple roots are denoted by ∆ + (sl n+1 , t) and Π(sl n+1 , t) respectively.
The set of roots for (g, t G ) is given by ∆ = {(α, 0) | α ∈ ∆(sl n+1 , t)} ∪ {(0, α) | α ∈ ∆(sl n+1 , t)}. We fix the set of positive roots
The corresponding set of simple roots is given by Π = {(α, 0) | α ∈ Π(sl n+1 , t)} ∪ {(0, −α) | α ∈ Π(sl n+1 , t)}. The restricted roots are given by the restrictions of the roots in ∆ to the anti-diagonal a in t ⊕ t. The set of restricted roots is denoted by Σ. Note that (α, 0)| a = (0, −α)| a , which shows that the root multiplicities are two, i.e. the restricted root spaces are two-dimensional. The set of positive restricted roots is given by ∆ + = {(α, 0)| a | α ∈ ∆ + (sl n+1 , t)}. The corresponding Weyl group is W (Σ) = S n+1 . Moreover, since the flip θ does not stabilize any root, we have P + = ∆ + , where P + is as in Subsection 3.1.
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Upon the identification G/H → SL(n + 1, C) induced by the map (g 1 , g 2 ) → g 1 g −1 2 the zonal spherical functions correspond to a multiple of the characters of the irreducible representations of SL(n + 1, C), the multiple being the reciprocal of dimension of the representation, i.e. φ (λ,−λ) (x, y) = (dim(V λ )) −1 χ λ (xy −1 ) where λ is a dominant integral weight for SL(n + 1, C), V λ the corresponding finite-dimensional holomorphic representation, and χ λ its character. So in this case P + G (0) = {(λ, −λ) | λ ∈ P + SL(n+1,C) } and the fundamental spherical weights of G are given by λ i = (ω i , −ω i ) where ω i , i = 1, · · · , n, are the fundamental weights for SL(n + 1, C), which can deduced from the Cartan-Helgason theorem [25, Thm. 8.49] . Moreover, the trivial representation occurs with multiplicity one in the tensor product decomposition, so Condition 2.1 is satisfied. This also follows from the fact that (G, H) is a spherical pair, see the first paragraph of Section 5.
The restriction of the corresponding zonal spherical functions to A are S n+1 -invariant, so they are classical symmetric functions in n + 1 variables t = (t 1 , · · · , t n+1 ) with the restriction t 1 · · · t n+1 = 1. We record the explicit expressions of the fundamental zonal spherical functions.
Let V = C n+1 , equipped with standard orthonormal basis (e 1 , · · · , e n+1 ), be the representation space of the standard representation π
. The representation space of π
is then given by i V .
Lemma 4.1. The zonal spherical function φ i = φ λ i associated to the fundamental spherical weight λ i = (ω i , −ω i ) is given by
where the sum is taken over all i-tuples 1 ≤ j 1 < · · · < j i ≤ n + 1 and for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Note that the zonal spherical function φ i = φ λ i are invariant under the action of the symmetric group W (Σ) and under (t, t −1 ) → (−t, −t −1 ) which corresponds to the nontrivial element of M c ∩ A c = {±(I, I)}.
Proof. This follows immediately from
) and the explicit expressions for the dimension and the character using Weyl's formulas, but we do it more directly. The representation space of the spherical representation π
Then the identity I is a H-fixed vector, and with the inner product given by (A, B) → dim(V λ ) −1 tr(A * B), the zonal spherical function, as the corresponding matrix entry, is given by the normalized character. Now take λ = λ i = (ω i , −ω i ), so that V λ i = End( i V ), with standard basis elements e j 1 ∧ · · · ∧ e j i for 1 ≤ j 1 < · · · < j i ≤ n + 1. Note that the fundamental spherical functions satisfy φ i • θ = φ n+1−i for i = 1, · · · , n, which follows from the more general rule Φ
Let (e 1 , . . . , e n ) be the standard basis of C n . Let F ∈ R[z 1 , . . . , z n ] be a polynomial viewed as a function on R n , i.e. where z i (e j ) = δ i,j . Our aim is to write the integral U F (φ(u)) du, U = SU(n + 1) × SU(n + 1), with du the Haar measure normalized by U du = 1, as an integral of F over φ(A c ). We proceed in four steps.
(1) Using the decomposition of the integral for the U = KA c K-decomposition, see (2.6), we obtain 
. By abuse of notation we use α = (α, 0)| ac ∈ Σ and ω i = (ω i , 0)| ac . Let α ∨ ∈ a c be the coroot, i.e. α ∨ i is identified with i(e i − e i+1 ). Then the Haar measure on A c is the push forward of the form
Note that f is a fundamental domain for the translations by 2πΛ Q ∨ , where Λ Q ∨ is the coroot lattice.
(3) Since a → |δ(a)| is Weyl group invariant, the integrand is Weyl group-invariant. Note that a fundamental domain for the action of W on f mod the action of 2πΛ Q ∨ is given by the fundamental alcove b in the Stiefel diagram, see [11, §3.11] 
, and we obtain
(4) We observe that δ(a) = P (φ(a)) for some polynomial P , since a → δ(a) is invariant under the action of W and the action of M c ∩ A c = {±(I, I)}. The Jacobian in Lemma 3.7 is the square root of |δ(a)| in this case. Up to the constant factor we have proved the following result.
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Lemma 4.2. With the notation from this section we have
Proof. It remains to show that the constant n k=1 n+1 k in (4.2) is correct. Since the coroots α ∨ k are dual to the fundamental weights ω l it suffices to take the partial derivatives of the fundamental spherical functions with respect to the coroots. Note that φ k (exp(H), exp(−H)) = α>0 α, as only the diagonal elements in the matrix contribute to the coefficient of e 2ρ . By Lemma 3.7 the coefficient of the leading term e 2ρ in j in this case is c 2 (2i) n . Taking absolute values and comparing the constants determines the value of
, and (4.2) follows.
Note that φ(exp(b)) = φ(A c ). We record the following special case of (4.2) in conjuction with the Selberg integral (4.1),
, which leads to an expression for the volume of φ(A c ),
For n = 2 we obtain the area of Steiner's hypocycloid, which is 4π/9. For n = 3 we obtain the volume of the 3-dimensional analog of Steiner's hypocycloid, which equals π/9. See Figure 1 . Now that we have (4.2) it remains to study the polynomial P and φ(A c ). First note that δ(a) = P (φ(a)) and φ(A c ) = φ(exp(b)), which shows that P vanishes at the boundary of φ(A c ) and is non-zero in the interior since H → δ(exp(H), exp(−H)) vanishes at the boundary of b and is non-zero at its interior. In particular, 0 is contained in the interior of φ(A c ).
)) and 
and e n+1 (t 2 0 ) = 1. Since the polynomial z n+1 + (−1) n+1 has the same zeros e iπ(n−2k) n+1
| k = 0, . . . , n we see that e k (t 2 0 ) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , n. It follows that the image φ(A c ) is the closure of the connected component of the set {v ∈ R n | P (v) = 0} that contains 0.
This result can be used to explicitly determine P using the Newton-Girard formulas expressing the symmetric power sums in the elementary spherical function, see [43, §10.12] .
Proof. Observe that δ(t, t −1 ) = 1≤i<j≤n+1 (
Taking the common denominator out of the product, we have, using that
By Vandermonde's determinant this equals (det A) 2 for the (n + 1) × (n + 1)-matrix A with
gives the result. We summarize these results in the following theorem.
where w(z) = |P (z)| 1/2 . Moreover, φ(A c ) is equal to the closure of the connected component of {v ∈ R n | P (v) = 0} that contains 0.
Inverting the branching rule
The aim of this section is to calculate the set P + G (kω 1 ) for k ∈ N 0 , i.e. the set of irreducible G-representations π . In particular, this shows that by [45, Thm. 25 .1] the trivial representation occurs with multiplicity at most 1 in π G λ | H . Let P ⊂ H denote the parabolic subgroup that contains the Borel subgroup of H of upper triangular matrices and whose Levi subgroup has simple roots given by {α 2 , . . . , α n }. The fundamental weight ω 1 extends to a character of P , and so does kω 1 . Let L → G/P be a G-equivariant line bundle. Its space of global sections is a G-module. One can show that all such modules decompose multiplicity free into irreducible G-modules if and only if P ⊂ G is a spherical subgroup, see e.g. [45, Thm. 25.1] . It turns out that for this choice of parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G the pair (G, P ) is still spherical. The parabolic subgroup associated to {α 1 , . . . , α n−1 } also has this property, but there are essentially no other parabolic subgroups for which this holds, see [19, §6] . We explain how to describe the decomposition of the spaces of sections of all such associated line bundles at once. Definition 5.1. Let G be a connected simply connected reductive group and let G ⊂ G be a spherical subgroup, i.e. the quotient G /G admits an open orbit for the action of a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G . Let T ⊂ B be a maximal torus. Denote by X + (T ) the semi-group of positive characters of T with respect to B and by X(G ) the group of characters of G . For λ ∈ X + (T ) and µ ∈ X(G ) put
which is called the extended weight semi-group of the pair (G , G ). is at most 1, see [45, Thm. 25.1] . One can show that Λ + (G , G ) is a semi-group and moreover that it is freely generated, the generators corresponding to the set of B -stable prime divisors on G /G , see [ In this subsection we use a different choice of positive roots for G, namely the one that corresponds to the Borel subgroup B×B, where B ⊂ SL(n+1, C) consists of upper triangular matrices.
This new choice of positivity is related to our earlier choice by applying the longest Weyl group element of the second factor to the second component. The fundamental weights are now given by (ω i , 0), (0, ω j ) and the fundamental spherical weights are given by η i = (ω i , ω n+1−i ). Furthermore we employ the convention ω 0 = ω n+1 = 0.
Lemma 5.2. The extended weight semi-group Λ + (G, P ) is generated by
Proof. The elements ((ω i , ω n+1−i ) * , 0), i = 1, . . . , n correspond to spherical representations and are thus contained in Λ + (G, P ). To show that the elements ((
upon restriction to the diagonal subgroup H. This can be done by means of the Littlewood-Richardson rule, see e.g. [18, §9.3.5] . Instead of giving this argument we refer to Corollary 6.13 where we calculate the corresponding embeddings.
The elements in (5.1) are indecomposable and linearly independent. To prove the result it suffices to show that the rank of Λ + (G, P ) is at most 2n + 1.
Consider the fibration G/P → G/H. On G/H the number of B × B-stable prime divisors is n, which follows for example from the Bruhat decomposition. The pull-back of each of these divisors gives a B × B-stable prime divisor on G/P . The other B × B-stable prime divisors in G/P map dominantly onto G/H. This means that these divisors intersect the fiber H/P in a B M -stable prime divisor where
n is a torus that acts naturally on H/P ∼ = P n (C). There are n + 1 prime divisors in H/P that are stable under M , namely the hyperplanes {(z 0 : . . . : z n ) ∈ P n (C) | z i = 0} for i = 0, . . . , n. This shows that there are at most 2n + 1 different B-stable prime divisors in G/P , as desired.
Proof. Note that λ ∈ P + G (kω 1 ) if and only if (λ * , kω 1 ) ∈ Λ + (G, P ), which is in turn equivalent to
This settles the claim.
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We proceed to check how P + G (kω 1 ) behaves with respect to the tensor product. Define β i = (ω i −ω i+1 , ω n+2−i −ω n+1−i ). Then B(kω 1 ) is contained in the affine plane that is parallel to span(β 1 , . . . , β n ). Recall that the fundamental spherical weights with respect to the Borel subgroup B × B are given by η i = (ω i , ω n+1−i ). A basis of t * G is given by (β 1 , . . . , β n , η 1 , η n ). Observe that
Any weight that occurs in the decomposition of the tensor product
is of the form λ + η i − α>0 (n (α,0) (α, 0) + n (0,α) (0, α)) for some coefficients n (α,0) , n (0,α) ∈ N 0 and is hence of degree ≤ |λ| + 1.
The dominant weight (ω i , ω n+2−i ) corresponds to the dominant weight (ω i , −ω i−1 ) with respect to the Borel subgroup B ×B − , where B − is opposite to B. Restricting this dominant weight to t M gives 1 2
. This element corresponds to the weight vector
is surjective, which is a general feature for multiplicity free systems, see e.g. [39, Thm.3.1] . To see that it is injective, we have to understand the branching π 
We observe that projection along the spherical directions η 1 , . . . , η n provides a bijection B(kω 1 ) → P + M (kω 1 ). We have shown that Conditions 2.1, 3.1 and 3.2 are satisfied.
Remark 5.4. The Weyl group W (Σ) = S n+1 acts transitively on P + M (ω 1 ). Indeed, the standard basis of V consists of T -weight vectors e 1 , . . . , e n+1 and T acts with the characters
, which shows that the action of W (Σ) on P + T (ω 1 ) is basically the same as the action of S n+1 on the set {1, . . . , n+1} and is thus transitive.
6. The matrix weight 6.1. Some representations. We discuss some representations of G and H that are needed to calculate the spherical functions of degree zero. Note that V H kω 1 = S k (V ), the k-th symmetric power V . We identify V = C n+1 with its standard basis (e 1 , . . . , e n+1 ). A basis of
is given by the monomials e τ = e
n+1 , where τ ∈ N n+1 0 is a composition of k in at most n + 1 parts, i.e. 
Lemma 6.1. The inner product on V
Proof. Consider the H-equivariant embedding ι :
Iσ k e w(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ e w(n+1) , where S Iσ k denotes the set of unique representatives of smallest length of the cosets S τ i /(S s i × · · · × S s n+1 ). The latter has a natural H c -invariant Hermitian inner product. We stipulate that ι is isometric, which implies
and the result follows. We refer to this inner product on S k (V ) as the standard inner product. The inner product
that is given by the product of the inner products is also referred to as the standard inner product. Define
An element of M (τ, ρ) is denoted by (s), it is really an (n + 1) × (n + 1)-matrix whose entries of the p-th column and q-th row add up to τ p and ρ q respectively.
Lemma 6.2.
A composition τ gives rise to an isometric H-equivariant embedding
Remark 6.3. (i) Note that i τ is easily defined on the highest weight vector. However, we need to have all the information of the Lemma 6.2 for later purposes.
(ii) For n = 1, Lemma 6.2 provides the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the embeddings
We have not tried to obtain the general Clebsch-Gordan coefficients since we do not require the explicit knowledge. Moreover, in general this seems to be a hard problem.
(iii) The isometry property of i τ gives the generalized Vandermonde summation.
Proof. Let α i be a simple root and consider the root vector E i ∈ g α i , which acts on S k (V )
by identifying S k (V ) with the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k on
We allow a negative number in the composition, in which case we employ the convention that the binomial for such a composition is zero. We use the formula ρ i+1
.
Observe that we obtain a linear combination of elements of the form e σ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ e σ n+1 with
) and note that every σ ∈ M (τ, ρ(i)) is of the form s(i, k), for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1} and s
, but this sum is also equal to ρ i + 1, and this contradicts ρ i ∈ N 0 . We use this observation to rewrite (6.1), 
The base change yields the full spherical function of degree zero,
This matrix is in general hard to compute. However, for the case (SU(2)×SU(2), diag(SU(2))) there exists a remarkable formula found by Koornwinder, [31, Prop. 3.2] . We found a similar formula for the matrix Φ µ Let τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ n+1 ) ∈ P + M (µ) and consider the standard G-representation π 
Consider the map Γ
. Its matrix with respect to the basis F ⊗ E is given by
We proceed to calculate this matrix for a specific collection Γ.
In fact, g a = Φ . Moreover, g a is invertible for a ∈ A µ−reg .
Lemma 6.5. The matrix of the natural action of g a on
) is given by
implies the claim. The coefficient of e ρ can be interpreted as follows. According to Lemma 6.2, the composition τ gives rise to the H-equivariant isometric embedding
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Each of the tensor factors embeds H-equivariantly isometrically into the corresponding tensor power,
where S Is τ i is as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. Note that |S
In turn, the H-equivariant isometric embedding β
induces an H-equivariant embedding of the tensor powers,
We obtain the H-equivariant isometric embedding
Lemma 6.6. We have
Proof. The summands of a · γ(τ )(e ρ ) are weight vectors of M whose weight is determined by (s) ∈ M (τ, ρ). This implies
Finally we use
where the γ τ are given by (6.3) . Let E n denote the normalized basis ( k σ 1/2 e σ | e σ ∈ E). Theorem 6.7. Let a ∈ A reg and consider g a ∈ GL n+1 (C). Let D ∈ End(C N ) be the diagonal matrix with entries
Proof. Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6 imply that
(Γ). The base change [I]
E En = D implies the result.
Corollary 6.8. det(C(Γ)) = 0.
Remark 6.9. For n = 1 we know that λ ∈ B(µ) implies λ − α ∈ B(µ). This implies that C(Γ) = I. We obtain a new proof of [31, Prop. 3.2] .
Remark 6.10. The decomposition of T (τ ) into irreducible G-representations seems to be a challenging problem. But in fact, this decomposition is not enough to give the matrix C(Γ). Indeed, the matrix C(Γ) describes the embeddings γ τ ∈ Γ.
6.3. The element g a . We proceed to calculate the element g a in the general case. To this end, we need the embeddings V
and the projections V
. Let J i denote the set of i-tuples 1 ≤ j 1 < · · · < j i ≤ n + 1. For κ = 1, . . . , i and J ∈ J i we denote by J(κ) the i − 1-tuple that we obtain from J by omitting j κ .
Let (e 1 , . . . , e n+1 ) denote the standard basis of V . Then (e J = e j 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e j i | J ∈ J i ) is a basis of i V . Let ι : n+1 V → C be the isomorphism defined by ι(e 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e n+1 ) = 1.
Given J ∈ J i , J ∈ J n+1−i we denote (J, J ) = ι(e J ∧ e J ).
Lemma 6.11. The irreducible SL(n + 1, C) × SL(n + 1, C)-representations
contain V upon restriction to the diagonal. The embedding is given on the highest weight vector by e 1 → (J, K(1))e J ⊗ e K , where we sum over the J ∈ J i , K ∈ J n+2−i with
Proof. Note that the multiplicity is at most one. We start by finding a basis of the weight space of i V ⊗ n+2−i V for M = diag(T ) of weight ω 1 . This space has a basis of weight vectors for T × T . Certainly it contains the vectors e J ⊗ e K with J ∈ J i and K ∈ J n+2−i for which J ∩ K = {1}. In fact, these vectors span the weight space under consideration. Indeed, let e J ⊗ e K be a weight vector of weight ω 1 . Then either J or K contains 1, say 1 ∈ K. Then we must have J ∪ (K\{1}) = {1, . . . , n + 1}, which implies J ∩ K = {1}. Now we show that the root vectors of SL(n + 1, C) of the positive simple roots annihilate a non-zero vector of the weight space span{e
and this is zero if k and k + 1 are in the same set J or K. From this we deduce that
where we sum over the J ∈ J i , K ∈ J n+2−i with J ∩ K = {1}, is annihilated by the root vectors E α k , k = 1, . . . , n. This is clear for k = 1, so we assume k > 1. Whenever
This establishes the claim.
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Lemma 6.12. The H-equivariant projections
Proof. Consider the multi-linear map p i :
This map is alternating in v j 1 , . . . , v j i and w k 1 , . . . , w k n+2−i , hence it factors via the canonical
This map is equal to p i , which is seen on the basis elements, and H-equivariant. Hence p i is a linear H-equivariant map. Moreover, for (J, K) ∈ J i × J n+2−i with J ∩ K = {r} we have p i (e J ⊗ e K ) = ±e r , which shows that p i is surjective.
where the sum is taken over the pairs (J, K) ∈ J i × J n+2−i such that J ∩ K = {1}.
In order to write down the entries of this matrix we have to fix an ordering on the M = Ttypes that occur in V which are given as (k 1 , . . . , k n+1 ) ∈ N n+1 0 with n+1 i=1 k i = 1. This corresponds to the standard basis (e 1 , . . . , e n+1 ) of V = C n+1 . In this way End
The element g a ∈ End(C n+1 ) is determined by its first row, since the elements in the columns are all Weyl group translates, see Remark 5.4. The weight of a vector e J ⊗ e K is of the form t → t j 1 · · · t j i t k 1 · · · t k n+2−1 , where t 1 · · · t n+1 = 1.
Theorem 6.14. The first row of g a is given as follows. The m-th element is the polynomial
Proof. Apply (t, t −1 ) to the vector (J,K)∈Jm×J n+2−m :J∩K={1} (J, K(1))e J ⊗ e K and then project down again by (6.4) to obtain the result. Let
m denote the set of tuples (j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m ) ∈ J m such that j p = i for some p = 1, . . . , m. We can write
We shall use this observation to calculate the polynomial factor W ω 1 pol of the weight matrix W ω 1 . Recall from the discussion following Lemma 3.7 that 
where φ 0 = φ n+1 = 1 and where j ≤ k.
In view of Remark 6.15 it is sufficient to show . This equality follows from the more general result in Proposition 6.18 that we prove below. The specialization that yields (6.6) is discussed below the proof of Proposition 6.18.
To formulate Proposition 6.18 we use the notation of [34, §1.2]
for the elementary symmetric functions, with the convention e 0 (t 1 , · · · , t n+1 ) = 1. The same notation is used in the proof of Lemma 4.3. For the proof of Proposition 6.18 we do not need to assume that e n+1 (t 1 , · · · , t n+1 ) = t 1 · · · t n+1 equals 1. The generating function for the elementary symmetric functions is given by
(1 + t i z).
To deal with the functions on the right hand side of (6.5) we define for r ≥ 1 and for r = 0 we interpret the right hand as zero by the convention that e −k = 0 for k ∈ N \ {0}. We also follow the convention that e k = 0 for k > n + 1. For 0 ≤ r ≤ N we have by (6.8) (N − 2r)e N −r e r = (N − r)e N −r e r − e N −r re r = which we want to rewrite as a telescoping sum.
Proof. We consider a generating function for the left hand side,
Working out the brackets, taking out the common factor in the double products, and simplifying gives products that are generating functions. This then equals Now pick a = k, b = k +min(n+1−k, j −1), N = k +j −1, and put r = s+k. Proposition 6.18 yields
since k + j − 2 − (k + min(n + 1 − k, j − 1)) < 0 the corresponding term vanishes. This yields (6.6) after taking all arguments squared.
We now switch back to the group situation, and we assume that t 1 · · · t n+1 = 1 Proposition 6.19. The function a → det(g a ) is alternating in the sense that det(g w(a) ) = det(w) det(g a ) and
Proof. From (6.5) and t 1 · · · t n+1 = 1 we see that the entries g a are regular functions in the variables t we conclude that it is a multiple of the Jacobian of the basic invariants. The multiple is calculated using Theorem 6.14.
6.4. Irreducibility of the weight. Now we study the irreducibility of the weight W ω 1 pol . We say that the matrix weight W , i.e. a function defined on a set S taking values in the self-adjoint matrices of size N ×N , reduces to weights of smaller size if there exists a constant matrix M and weights W 1 , . . . , W k of lower size such that M W (x)M * is equal to the block diagonal matrix diag(W 1 (x), . . . , W k (x)) for all x ∈ S. In such a case, the real vector space
is non-trivial. If the subspace A h of self-adjoint elements in the commutant algebra
is nontrivial, then W is reducible via a unitary matrix M . In [29] we prove that A W is * -invariant if and only if A W = (A W ) h . We will show that, for N = n + 1 with n > 1, and S = φ(A c ), the weight W where E k,j denotes the matrix with a one in the (k, j)-th entry and zero elsewhere. Note that the first and last i diagonal entries of W (i) are zero. It is immediate from (6.11) that the diagonal elements Y k,k are real and that Y k,n+2−k = Y n+2−k,k , for k = 1, . . . , n+1. Now it its enough to prove that Y k,j = 0 if k = j or k = n+2−j. 
where E α is a root vector with (E α , E −α ) = 1. The Killing form on t ⊕ t is given by the sum of the Killing forms on the summands. Hence (H i , −H i )/ √ 2, i = 1, . . . , n ∪ (H i , H i )/ √ 2, i = 1, . . . , n is an orthonormal basis of t ⊕ t = a ⊕ t M . We have
This shows that As a consequence of Proposition 3.11 we see that the expression
is matrix-valued polynomial of degree one.
Examples
In this section we give explicit expressions for the orthogonality weights and differential operators developed in the previous sections for small n and for k = 1. The polynomial part for the weight matrix is given for any n in Theorem 6.16 and the scalar part of the weight is given in Theorem 4.5. For this section we have complemented the theory of the previous sections by calculations using computer algebra.
In order to compute the radial part of the Casimir operator D we use (7.1). Using the explicit expression for Ψ 0 given in Theorem 6.14, we compute explicitly its inverse and after some simplification we obtain the matrices L k (φ) and C k in (3.8) and the matrices Υ in (7.2).
8.1. The case n = 2, k = 1. This case is the simplest nontrivial example of matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials in two variables. We drop the weight µ = ω 1 in the notation of what follows.
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